This paper presents SLAM : a simple method for the automatic Stylization and LAbelling of speech Melody. The main contributions over existing methods are : the alphabet of melodic contours is fully data-driven, an explicit time-frequency representation is used to derive complex melodic contours, and melodic contours can be determined over arbitrary prosodic/syntactic units. Additionally, the system can handle some specificities of spontaneous speech (e.g., multi speakers, speech turns and speech overlaps). A preliminary experiment conducted on 3 hours of spoken French indicates that a small number of contours is sufficient to explain most of the observed contours. The method can be easily adapted to other stressed languages.
Introduction
The transcription of speech prosody aims at representing the variations of speech prosody that are considered as relevant with an alphabet of elementary symbols [1, 2, 3, 4] , which each instantiates a function in the speech communication process. The inventory of this alphabet is desired to facilitate further studies on the function of speech prosody in speech communication, from prosody/syntax to prosody/discourse and dialogue interfaces, from formal to spontaneous speech.
The first representation of French intonation in terms of global contours [5] focused on modal intonation : a global melodic contour specifies the modality of a sentence (e.g., interrogation, exclamation). More recently, this paradigm was extended to the representation of intonation as the superposition of melodic contours over various syntactic units [6] . The main contribution of this paper tends to the generalization of this paradigm to any linguistic unit -prosodic and syntactic. In other words, we assume that a specific dictionary of elementary contours can be derived for each linguistic unit. This paper presents a novel method for the automatic labelling of melodic contours over arbitrary prosodic/syntactic units. †. This study was supported by the French National Research Agency (ANR) for the RHAPSODIE project : reference prosody corpus of spoken French. The resource is implemented in python and freely available on : https://github.com/jbeliao/SLAM/. The current release supports PRAAT TextGrid input/output format for segmentation and labelling. There is no need for preliminary F0 estimation, which is processed automatically with the python implementation of the SWIPE algorithm ( see https://github.com/kylebgorman/ swipe/ for details).
The main contribution of the method compared to existing methods [2, 3, 7, 8, 9] can be summarized as follows :
The melodic system (i.e., the alphabet of melodic contours) is fully data-driven (bottom-up processing).
An explicit time-frequency representation is used to describe complex melodic contours.
The proposed representation handles a large variety of prosodic/syntactic units : from local (e.g., syllable) to global contours (here, prosodic and syntactic).
Additionally, the representation is normalized with respect to the average range of a speaker, and handles some particularities of spontaneous speech (e.g., multi speakers, speech turns, speech overlaps). Lastly, the implementation is open-source and freely available.
The remainder of this paper presents the main principles of the method used for the transcription of melodic contours over arbitrary prosodic/syntactic units. The compact form of the alphabet of contours proves the efficiency of the proposed method : around 10/20 elementary contours suffice to explain 95% of the observed contours.
Intonation Labelling

Speech Preprocessing
The only external requirements for the automatic labelling are : the estimation of the fundamental frequency of speech (F0), and the segmentation of speech into speech units that are desired for the description of speech prosody (arbitrary prosodic/syntactic units). For the F0 estimation, popular methods are freely available (e.g., STRAIGHT [10] , YIN [11] , and SWIPE [12] ). Also, many refinements to the F0 estimation exist to facilitate further processing -from F0 periodicity estimation (and voiced/unvoiced decision -similarly to [8] ), to F0 smoothing and interpolation methods. For the speech segmentation, speech-to-text alignment methods exist (IRCAMALIGN [13] , EASYALIGN [14] , and SPPAS [15] among others -usually based on the open-source HTK library [16] ) for the segmentation of speech into phonemes, syllables, words, and phrases. Also, alternative methods exist for language-independent speech segmentation into syllables and phrases [17] .
Acoustic Representation
The acoustic stylization of speech melody consists in representing the F0 variations that are considered as relevant for the description of speech prosody. In general, F0 stylization methods are based on the representation of F0 variations according to a small set of parameters that are used to describe slowly time-varying F0 variations [18, 19, 20, 21] . In the proposed method, the F0 contour is represented by a set of 5 acoustic values for each given unit :
1. INITIAL : the initial value of the F0 on the unit. This value corresponds to the first F0 value for which the acoustic frame is considered as voiced ;
2. FINAL : the final value of the F0 on the unit. This value corresponds to the last F0 value for which the acoustic frame is considered as voiced ;
3. MAIN SALIENCY : the value corresponding to the most salient F0 peak -if one exists. The F0 variations over a unit can be decomposed into a main saliency (optional, if present) and a set of secondary salience (optional, if present). The method assumes that only the main saliency contributes to the definition of a global contour, while secondary salience contribute to the internal structure of the global contour, and can be neglected in a first-order approximation.
Finally, the following values are added to the description :
4. MAIN SALIENCY POSITION : the time position of the main saliency ;
5. LOCAL REGISTER : the mean F0 over the unit.
All frequency values are expressed in semi-tones (STs), with respect to the overall mean F0 of the speaker :
All time positions are expressed relative to the boundaries of the unit :
This acoustic representation adapts automatically to the nature of the prosodic/syntactic unit. Here, the notion of micro and macro prosodic variations is assumed to be relative to the linguistic unit considered : for short units (and local contours ; e.g., syllable), the phoneme variations will be considered as micro variations compared to the syllable variations ; for large units (and global contours ; e.g., phrases), the syllable variations will be in turn considered as micro variations compared to the larger unit.
Symbolic Representation
The acoustic representation presented in the previous section serves as a time-frequency representation for the labelling of contours.
Frequency Quantization
First, frequency values are represented with respect to 5 pitch levels covering the whole F0 range of the speaker (table 1) . Each pitch level covers a range of 4 semi-tones centred on the average F0 value of the speaker. For instance, the medium range covers from -2 STs to + 2 STs around the average range of the speaker ; the high range covers from +2 STs to +6 STs ; and the extreme-high range covers all values that exceed +6 STs. From this representation the sequence of initial/final/saliency values can be converted into a corresponding sequence of pitch levels. Then, this representation can be used to describe static tones, simple contours, and complex contours. An illustration is provided in figure 2 . Additionally, the main saliency is considered as significant only if the corresponding point differs by more than 2 ST from the initial and the final points. If this is not the case, the main saliency is not considered as relevant, and is removed from the symbolic representation of the contour. An illustration is provided in figure 5 . On the left, the saliency is not considered as relevant, and the contour is transcribed as "mh" (medium to high) ; on the right, the saliency is relevant, and the contour is transcribed as "mhh2" (medium to high with the presence of a saliency in the second part of the unit).
Time Quantization
Second, the time position of the main saliency is represented with respect to 3 time positions, which are determined from the relative position of the saliency within the unit and the decomposition of the unit into 3 equal parts 2. An illustration of contours with various positions of the main saliency is provided in figure 5 . The alphabet of this formal representation is expressive in the sense that the alphabet can cover a large variety of contours -here, 400. Theoretically, the optimality of a phonological system assumes the smallest number of elements required to account for the largest number of observations. Practically, a compact alphabet is desired to facilitate labelling and linguistic interpretation. For instance, the inventory in the ToBI system (in order to describe phrasal tones and pitch accents) includes two elementary tones (H, L), and around 5 to 8 pitch accents have been proposed for American-English [22] . In order to address the efficiency of the proposed representation, a preliminary experiment will be described in section 3, which proves that a small number of contours (around 10/20) is sufficient to explain most of speech prosody variations in the real-conditions of ordinary speech. An illustration of the acoustic representation and the labelling of contours is provided in figure 5.
Experiment
A preliminary experiment was conducted on the RHAP-SODIE treebank (prosody/syntax) of spoken French [23] , composed of speech recordings of French ordinary speech and orthographic transcription. The transcription and the annotations are all aligned on the speech signal : phonemes, syllables, words, speakers, speech turns, speech overlaps. The RHAPSODIE treebank comprises : 57 speech recordings, 3 hours of ordinary speech, and 33,000 words ; multiple situations : monologue/dialogue, formal/informal ; multiple speakers : male/female.
Firstly, the analysis of contours reveals that a small number of contours suffices to explain most of the observed contours : around 10/20 elementary contours suffice to explain 95% of the observed contours, regardless of the prosodic/syntactic unit (table 3, see [23] for details). This can be interpreted as follows : a small number of elementary contours commonly serves for usual speech communication, and a variety of rare contours may convey specific speaker and/or expressive information (e.g. emotions). This constitutes a first validation concerning the acoustic/symbolic representation : the representation is efficient (a small alphabet explains most of the observations) and expressive (the representation can describe a variety of contours that are not accounted by the standard alphabet).
Secondly, the distribution of the most observed contours is detailed for some prosodic/syntactic units in figure 6 (here, syllable, discourse markers, and illocutionary units). In particular, the alphabet substantially changes depending on the prosodic/syntactic unit : in comparison with the common syllable unit, the discourse marker and illocutionary units present a larger variety of contours (e.g., extreme ranges, complex contours), that potentially instantiates various functions : from modalities, to semantic and pragmatic. This constitutes a second validation concerning the labelling of contours over various prosodic/syntactic units : an alphabet of contours can be derived specifically for each prosodic/syntactic unit.
In conclusion, the representation can derive a small alphabet of contours that is specific to each prosodic/syntactic unit, that can be advantageously used for automatic labelling. This is crucial for further research on the role of prosody in speech communication : the grail search for the mapping of forms and functions.
Conclusion
This paper presented a simple method for the automatic labelling of intonation. The proposed method presents various advantages over existing methods : the alphabet of contours is fully data-driven, an explicit time-frequency representation is used to derive complex contours, and contours can be determined over arbitrary prosodic/syntactic units. A preliminary experiment conducted on 3 hours of spoken French indicates that a small number of contours is sufficient to explain most of the observed contours. The method can be easily adapted to other stressed languages. The implementation is open-source and freely available. This representation will be further used to study the role of speech prosody in speech communication, from prosody/syntax and prosody/discourse interfaces [24, 25] , to the modelling of speech prosody for text-to-speech synthesis and voice conversion [26] . 
